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From the last time: Bayesian MCMC

From the last time: Bayesian MCMC

Bayesian MCMC: algorithm to sample from p(θ|data), where θ is a
vector of parameters, including the phylogenetic tree
Luckily, to sample from p(θ|data), we only need to be able to compute
p(data|thetaj )p(θj )
p(data|thetai )p(θi ) for two alternative sets of parameters θi and θj .
In practice, you also need a good way to choose the new θs to test, i.e. you need a
way to traverse the huge search space efficiently.

Last time, we set up a working Bayesian MCMC analysis of Slavic
data for MrBayes. The components of our analysis:

model of character change based on Mk
tree prior (topology + branch lengths): birth-death process
rate variation between sites: discretized gamma with 4 categories
no ascertainment bias
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From the last time: Bayesian MCMC

Our parameter settings for MrBayes

execute IELex2015-Slavic-MrB.nex reading in data

mcmcp filename = Slavic-short setting up the MCMC chain
mcmcp samplefreq=100 savebrlens=yes
mcmcp ngen = 10000 nchains=4 printfr = 100 diagnfr = 100
mcmcp burninfrac = 0.1

prset brlenspr = clock:birthdeath tree prior
prset speciationpr = uniform(0,1) (net diversification λ− µ)
prset extinctionpr = beta(1,1) (turnover µ

λ
)

lset rates = gamma ngammacat=4 gamma rate variation

lset coding = all no ascertainment bias

mcmc run the analysis!

sump summarize the results
sumt
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Ascertainment bias / invariable characters

Ascertainment bias / invariable characters

We use Mk-based models for lexical data.

But in biology, they were formulated for morphological data:
morphological properties of organisms, such as the number of eyes,
the presence of wings, etc.

Biological morphological characters face a unique data collection
problem.

Suppose you record important morphological features to later run a
phylogenetic analysis.
Naturally, you concentrate on those features that vary.
Moreover, even if you wanted to faithfully record the constant features,
which ones and how many should you record? The idiosyncratic nature
of your data does not really help...
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Ascertainment bias / invariable characters

Ascertainment bias / invariable characters

Ascertainment bias [Lewis, 2001] is a modification to Mk that corrects for
the absence of constant characters in your data. For biologists, this is
extremely useful.

But linguistic lexical data are collected differently.
We have a pre-defined meaning list.
For each meaning, we write down words expressing it for each language.
We mark cognacy relations.

Because of this procedure, if there is a constant character in our data
(=all languages use the same cognate class for some meaning), we
would record it. It’s nothing special.
Well, strictly speaking, if there was a cognate class in the family but we failed to
record it because none of the sampled languages used it, we would miss that class.
So normally we do omit all-absence characters. In practice, this does not seem to be
a significant problem, though.

Important practical point: don’t use ascertainment bias!
Beware, sometimes it is the default setting.
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Interpreting Bayesian MCMC results

When we start the run:

Initial log likelihoods and log prior probs for run 1:
Chain 1 – -25884.432213 – -35.951205
Chain 2 – -25813.136393 – -35.514687
Chain 3 – -26787.532163 – -36.070607
Chain 4 – -26422.477301 – -35.951205

Initial log likelihoods and log prior probs for run 2:
Chain 1 – -27455.465787 – -37.573843
Chain 2 – -26062.363672 – -36.305189
Chain 3 – -25441.082407 – -35.678676
Chain 4 – -26949.245770 – -37.021936

By default, MrBayes runs two independent analyses (=runs).

In each run, there are several MCMC chains, but only one of them
contributes directly to our results.
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Interpreting Bayesian MCMC results

Why several runs and several chains?

Several chains (Metropolis-coupling MCMC):

Only one chain, the “cold” chain, runs through the true posterior.

The others, the “hot” chains, behave intentionally incorrectly. The idea
is that the hot chains have an easier time getting from one local
maximum to another.

The cold chain will swap states with one of the hot chains from time to
time, based on a ratio of probabilities. The way this is done ensures
that the cold chain is still sampling from the true posterior.

In the output, the log-likelihood from the cold chain is in []. These []
should move around if the chains are swapping well.

13000 – (-7212.532) (-7221.637) (-7214.290) [-7211.221] *
(-7554.566) (-7207.162) (-7208.489) [-7206.317] – 0:02:40

Average standard deviation of split frequencies: 0.076150
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Interpreting Bayesian MCMC results

Why several runs and several chains?

Several runs:

A clever way to assess convergence to the true posterior!

split frequencies = bipartition frequencies = clade frequencies in the
sample
The main idea: after convergence, both runs should sample from the same
p(θ|data). So the clade supports/frequencies should be the same between
both runs. Then standard deviation between those frequencies from different
runs shoudl be basically 0, modulo some stochastic noise caused by the
finiteness of our samples.

13000 – (-7212.532) (-7221.637) (-7214.290) [-7211.221] *
(-7554.566) (-7207.162) (-7208.489) [-7206.317] – 0:02:40

Average standard deviation of split frequencies: 0.076150
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Interpreting Bayesian MCMC results

At the end of an MCMC analysis:

We are clearly in the good territory:

100000 – (-7212.842) [-7210.439] (-7215.392) (-7213.199) *
[-7209.692] (-7215.486) (-7210.421) (-7211.033) – 0:00:00

Average standard deviation of split frequencies: 0.004533

Rule of thumb from MrBayes’s manual: below 0.01 is pretty good; between
0.01 and 0.05 might be good enough, if you are not particularly interested in
the exact clade supports; if over 0.05, you probably should run the analysis
for longer.

We type “no” (don’t continue), and a technical summary about the moves in
the MCMC chains etc. is printed out.
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Interpreting Bayesian MCMC results

Summarizing the results of an MCMC analysis

sumt (sum-marize t-rees):
provides frequencies (supports) for clades
prints estimates for all branch lengths and node heights
computes and prints out the consensus tree

Majority-rule consensus tree: clades that occur > 50% of time in the
sample make it into the tree.
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Interpreting Bayesian MCMC results

Summarizing the results of an MCMC analysis

sumt also produces a phylogram based on median heights (though we
can also open Slavic.con.tre in FigTree to have more control)
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Interpreting Bayesian MCMC results

Summarizing the results of an MCMC analysis

sump (sum-marize p-arameters):
provides information about the likelihood
prints out estimates of important quantities

Likelihood plot:
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Interpreting Bayesian MCMC results

Summarizing the results of an MCMC analysis

sump (sum-marize p-arameters):

TH: tree height

TL: tree length (i.e. the sum of all branch lengths)

alpha: the α of the Γ distribution over rates of change, with β = 1/α so that the
mean is 1. With high α, rates cluster strongly around the mean 1. With α << 1,
most prob. favors slow rates, but with small prob. there appear very high ones.
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Interpreting Bayesian MCMC results

Summarizing the results of an MCMC analysis

net speciation (also called net diversification): λ− µ, where λ is speciation rate, µ
is extinction rate

relative extinction (also called turnover): µ
λ

Exercise: let’s interpret α, λ− µ and µ
λ from our analysis!
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Interpreting Bayesian MCMC results

Parameter files

Slavic.mcmc: log of MCMC-chain parameter values. (Usually not
relevant.)

Slavic.vstat: the estimates for branch lengths and node heights.

Slavic.tstat: posterior probabilities for clades.

Both are printed to the screen when you call sumt, and are much
easier to read off the consensus tree and the bipartition table. But in
case you want the numerical values, and importantly for length and
height estimates, the 95% intervals, they are there for you.
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Interpreting Bayesian MCMC results

Posterior probabilities of tree topologies

Slavic.trprobs:

In the posterior sample, there can be trees with different topologies.
The .trprobs file summarizes all the topologies observed, ranking
them by the frequency in the posterior.

tree tree_1 [p = 0.264, P = 0.264] = [&W 0.263736]
((((13,(12,11)),(10,9)),((8,7),6)),((4,3),(1,(5,2))));

tree tree_2 [p = 0.225, P = 0.489] = [&W 0.225275]
((((13,(12,11)),(10,9)),((8,7),6)),(1,((4,3),(5,2))));

...

p is the frequency/posterior probability of the topology itself.

P is the cumulative probability, namely the sum of p-s for this and all
the more probable topologies.
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Interpreting Bayesian MCMC results

Trees in the posterior

For each of the runs X , Slavic.runX.t contains the trees sampled
(at the interval we have set, so not every tree from the chain is saved), and
Slavic.runX.p contains the log-likelihood log(p(data|θ))
(column LnL), the log prior probability log(p(θ)) (column LnPr), and
a few other global estimates that we already discussed.

So together, those pairs of files are our posterior sample.

You may be surprised to see that log(p(θ)) may be positive, which implies
p(θ) > 1. This should not happen to a proper probability distribution, of course. It
results from using so-called improper priors which are not valid probability
distribution. It is OK, though, as long the posterior p(θ|data) is a proper
probability distribution, which it can be because greater than 1 values of p(θ)

cancel out in the big ratio p(data|θi )p(θi )∑
j p(data|θj )p(θj )

.
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Comparing different analyses

Posterior supports are conditional on our assumptions!

Test case 1: state frequencies at the root
MrBayes’s treatment of root state frequencies: p(0) ∼ Dirichlet(x0, x1), and
the distribution of x0 and x1 (hyperprior) is the same and somehow fixed.

All states are symmetric, because x0 and x1 are distributed equally.

When x0 > x1, the probability of seeing 0 under Dirichlet(x0, x1) is
greater.

For a particular θ proposal, we draw x0 and x1 randomly, and they
determine p(0) and p(1) at the root, which we plug into the likelihood
calculation.

This creates some freedom: suppose in the ground truth, p(0) > p(1).
Then the likelihood will probably be greater when we pick x0 > x1,
resulting in greater guessed p(0).

However, the default setting for x0 and x1 is the infinity, in which case
p(0) = p(1) = 0.5. This is the setting we used!
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Comparing different analyses

Posterior supports are conditional on our assumptions!

Left: equal state frequencies
Right: unequal, Dirichlet parameters x0, x1 drawn from Exp(1)

0.01

Belarusian

Czech

Macedonian

Ukrainian

Old_Church_Slavonic

Slovenian

Polish

Slovak

Sorbian_Upper

Sorbian_Lower

Serbo-Croatian

Russian

Bulgarian

9 9

100

100

9 8

100

9 9

9 9

100

100

100

9 8

9 0

0.01

Ukrainian

Old_Church_Slavonic

Russian

Polish

Serbo-Croatian

Bulgarian

Slovak

Sorbian_Lower

Czech

Belarusian

Slovenian

Sorbian_Upper

Macedonian

100

100

1006 3

100

9 9

100

9 9

9 9

9 4

The unequal analysis did not quite converge after 500K steps.
A bug in MrBayes prevents summarizing the parameters of the “unequal” analysis.
So it is impossible to look into which values of x0, x1 actually get sampled.
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Comparing different analyses

Posterior supports are conditional on our assumptions!

Test case 2: tree priors
Left: our analysis with the birth-death prior
Right: analysis with uniform distribution over branch lengths

0.01

Belarusian

Czech

Macedonian
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Old_Church_Slavonic

Slovenian

Polish
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0.01

Czech

Russian
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Belarusian
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100
100

9 8

8 5

Note how certain both analyses are about Bulgarian - Macedonian -
Serbo-Croatian - Slovenian!
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Molecular clock

One more problem in our Slavic analysis

We used a birth-death prior with the implicit assumption that all
languages were sampled at present.

But we included Old Church Slavonic! (OCS; also rightly called Old
Bulgarian). It dates back to about 1000 years ago, give or take.
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100

100
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9 0
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Molecular clock

Exercise: a calibrated analysis

Open MrBayes, and run the following commands — let the analysis work while we
are discussing the issues! (You probably need to copy the lines one by one...)

set dir = Slavic
execute IELex2015-Slavic-MrB.nex

mcmcp filename = Slavic-fossilOCS-5e-05
mcmcp samplefreq=1000 savebrlens=yes
mcmcp nchains=4 printfr = 1000 diagnfr = 1000
mcmcp ngen = 100000 burninfrac = 0.1

prset brlenspr = clock:fossilization
prset speciationpr = uniform(0,1)
prset extinctionpr = beta(1,1)

prset clockratepr = normal(0.00005, 0.00005)
prset nodeagepr = calibrated
calibrate Old_Church_Slavonic = offsetexponential(1000,1100)

lset rates = gamma ngammacat=4 coding = all

showmodel
mcmc
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Molecular clock

Translating between # of changes and calendar time

It is not trivial to assign an age to to a tip!

Recall that our branch lengths are in expected state changes.

We cannot translate “about 950 years ago” into a # of changes without
further assumptions.

Three parts to a calibrated analysis:

Calibrations in calendar years on (i) leave nodes, or (ii) divergences of
clades (hard-coded into the analysis)

A molecular clock: a correspondence between years and expected # of
changes

Optionally, a relaxation of the clock, allowing different rates of change
on different branches.
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Molecular clock

How we determine the effective # of changes

Here is what happens to a branch i :

A length li in calendar years is guessed

li is translated into the number of changes by multiplying with the base
clock rate α

If the clock is relaxed, a local rate multiplier mi is guessed, so the
overall rate ri = αmi

The expected # of changes is thus li × αmi = li ri

In short: (i) pick li ; (ii) get αli ; (iii) adjust by mi , getting αmi li = ri li
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Molecular clock

How we determine the effective # of changes

Types of molecular clock:

Strict clock: all branches have the same rate
(NB: this rate may be fixed in advance, but is more frequently estimated
from the data)

Auto-correlated clock: rate multipliers are drawn from some
distribution, in such a way that rates on adjacent branches are
preferred to be close to each other

Uncorrelated clock: rate multipliers are drawn from some distribution,
independently from each other

There are many proposals on the market for relaxed clocks.

Different software packages implement different proposals.

But as long as you understand the basic logic we just covered, you will
be fine figuring out how to deal with your specific options.
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Molecular clock

Explaining MrBayes’s settings for molecular clocks

prset brlenspr = clock:fossilization: this sets the Fossilized Birth-Death
prior, which allows for non-modern-day languages to be sampled.
NB: you need to set several other parameters in order for this to work!

We used the same λ− µ and µ/λ parameters as for our simple BD analysis. We
could have also modified ψ: the rate of a fossil being sampled. In today’s analysis,
we kept the default Beta(1.0,1.0), which amounts to uniform(0,1).

prset clockratepr = normal(0.00005, 0.00005): this puts a prior on the base rate of
the molecular clock, in the form of a normal distribution. The mean is 0.05
changes per site per year. The standard deviation 0.05 is very large, making it a
relatively flat normal distribution.

prset nodeagepr = calibrated: this simply switches on the possibility to
calibrate

calibrate Old_Church_Slavonic = offsetexponential(1000,1100): this
defines an exponential distribution with a cap at 1000 years ago, and the mean at
1100 years ago.
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Molecular clock

Slavic results with OCS calibration
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Molecular clock

Slavic results with OCS calibration

These results are not very reasonable.

By 600 years ago, the South, West and East Slavic were already well differentiated.

Conventional wisdom puts the start of differentiation around 1500 years ago, with
already significant differences by the time when OCS was recorded

But the results are quite robust. I tried:

strict clock with prior for the base rate with mean 0.05 (changes per
site per 1000 years); this is what we just ran in the exercise
strict with the base rate mean 0.005
uncorrelated with gamma variance multiplier 0-2, base rate 0.05

All three settings led to base rate estimates around 0.03-0.04 changes per
1000 years ⇒ the data overwhelmed the prior, which is what we want
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Molecular clock

Two conclusions

We could cross-check the validity of our results because know the history from the
many written sources in the Slavic languages (South: late 1st millennium; East:
early 2nd millennium; West: mid-2nd millennium).

But if we didn’t, we’d have no way to see how reasonable they are.

Conclusion 1: we should not rely with blind trust on a phylogenetic analysis
that we cannot cross-check against independent data

Recall the several different settings we used: (1) birth-death prior with present-day
tips; (2) unconstrained branch lengths; (3) unequal state freq-s;
(4) OCS-calibrated birth-death prior. All led to somewhat different trees.

Recall also the many possibilities for setting the parameters.

Conclusion 2: phylogenetic analysis is in some sense more of an art.

Surely some modelling choices are just bad. But how to select between choices
that aren’t obviously bad? (There is statistical model selection, but it should be
applied cautiously, too.) NB: Conclusion 2 only reinforces Conclusion 1.
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Summary of Class 5

Main points of Class 5

1 Ascertainment bias/coding of characters: never use the setting
“variable” (or equivalent), unless you really know what you are doing

2 Molecular clocks: translating expected # of changes into years.

Strict clock: one rate for all branches.

Autocorrelated clock: different rate for each branch, adjacent branches correlated

Uncorrelated clock: different rate for each branch, all branches independent

3 Different analysis settings lead to different results even in the shallow,
small and relatively well-behaved Slavic family

4 Two conclusions about phylogenetic inference:
1 We should not rely with blind trust on a phylogenetic analysis that we

cannot cross-check against independent data
2 Choosing reasonable parameters in phylogenetics is a bit of an art
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Homework 5
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Homework 5

These two are the last regular assignments for this class.

Assignment 5.1 (due Monday):

Read the introduction to [Stadler, 2013] and answer several questions.
(Some are fairly simple, but others require a few minutes of thinking.)

The goal of this assignment is to get you more comfortable with reading
technical phylogenetic literature, with the goal of understanding the concepts
behind it without necessarily working through the mathematical part.

It will also give you a slightly different perspective onto birth-death processes.

Assignment 5.2 (due Thursday):

Build a concept map about phylogenetics! (Using at least the concepts
provided in the assignment description.)

The goal, obviously, is to help you organize what you have learned so far in
this class! :)
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